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LOVE BUG 
by CuteCrochetNL || www.cutecrochet.nl || contact@cutecrochet.nl 

 
 
 

Cute insect plush perfect as a 
gift for a loved one. With hearts 
on the antlers or regular 
pompons. Alternate the colours 
on the body to make a striped 
bug.
 
Hook size 3.0mm result in a 
length of: 15cm/6”. 
 
Level: beginner 
  

 
MATERIALS 
 
• Crochet hook 
• Yarn: main colour, lighter 

colour, grey, white. 
• Scissors 
• Needle 
• Pins 
• Fiber filling 
• Black felt 

ABBREVIATIONS – US terms 
 
• MC – magic circle 
• SL.ST – slip stitch 
• CH – chain 
• SC – single crochet 
• FLO – front loop only 
• INC – increase 
• DEC – (invisible) decrease

 
You are allowed to sell items made from the pattern when you 
credit me, by linking back to my website: www.cutecrochet.nl 
 
Do not sell, copy, or re-post the pattern. If you wish to share the 
pattern with others, do so by linking to my website: 
www.cutecrochet.nl 
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BODY 
 
Use main colour. 
 
1. 6SC in MC [6] 
2. INC x 6 [12] 
3. (SC, INC) x 6 [18] 
4. SC, INC, (2SC, INC) x 5, SC [24] 
5. (3SC, INC) x 6 [30] 
6.  2SC, INC, (4SC, INC), 2SC [36] 
7. (5SC, INC) x 6 [42] 
8. 3SC, INC, (6SC, INC) x 6 [48] 
9. (7SC, INC) x 6 [54] 
10. SC around [54] 
11. 4SC, INC, (8SC, INC) x 5, 4SC [60] 
12. SC around [60] 
13. (9SC, INC) x 6 [66] 
14.-15. SC around [66] (for 2 rows) 
16. 5SC, INC, (10SC, INC) x 5, 5SC [72] 
17.-22. SC around [72] (for 6 rows) 
23. 5SC, DEC, (10SC, DEC) x 5, 5SC 
[66] 
24. SC around [66] 
25. (9SC, DEC) x 6 [60] 
26.-27. SC around [60] (for 2 rows) 
28. (2SC, DEC) x 3, (SC, DEC) x 9,  
(2SC, DEC) x 3, (2SC, INC) x 3 [48] 
29. FLO - SC, DEC, (2SC, DEC) x 11, 
SC [36] 
30. (5SC, INC) x 6 [42] 
31. 3SC, INC, (6SC, INC) x 5, 3SC [48] 
32. SC around [48] 
33. 3SC, DEC, (6SC, DEC) x 5, 3SC 
[42] 

 
Change to the lighter colour. 
 
34. FLO - (SC, DEC, 2SC, DEC) x 6 [30] 
35. 2SC, INC, (4SC, INC) x 5, 2SC [36] 
36. (5SC, INC) x 6 [42] 
37. SC around [42] 
38. (5SC, DEC) x 6 [36] 
 
Change back to the main colour. 
 
39. FLO - (SC, DEC) x 6 [24] 
40. (3SC, INC) x 6 [30] 
41. 2SC, INC, (4SC, INC) x 5, 2SC [36] 
42. SC around [36] 
43. 2SC, DEC, (4SC, DEC) x 5, 2SC [30] 
 
Change to the lighter colour. 
 
44. FLO - (SC, 2DEC) x 6 [18] 
45. SC, INC, (2SC, INC) x 5, SC [24] 
46. (3SC, INC) x 6 [30] 
47. SC around [30] 
48. (3SC, DEC) x 6 [24] 
 
Stuff firmly as you go. 
Change back to the main colour. 
 
49. FLO - DEC x 12 [12] 
50. (SC, INC) x 6 [18] 
51. SC around [18] 
52. (SC, DEC) x 6 [12] 
53. DEC x 6 [6] 
 
Fasten off and close up. 
 

 
 
 
After closing the BODY: 
 
Now ‘squish’ the tail and the head together 
as is shown in the picture. This will make 
the shapes of the tail more pronounced. 
You will see the bulges better by doing so.  
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MOUTH 
 
Use the lighter colour. 
 
1. CH5 [5]  
2. INC in the 2nd CH from the hook, 2SC, 3SC together, continue by crocheting in the 
other side of the starting chain 2SC, INC [11] 
 
Continue in continuous rounds to form an elliptical shape. 
 
3. (INC, 4SC, INC) x 2 [16] 
4. (INC, 2SC) x 2, 2INC, 2SC, INC, 3SC, INC [21] 
5. (INC, 3SC) x 2, INC, SC, INC, 3SC, INC, 4SC, INC, SC [27] 
6. INC, 2SC, INC, 4SC, INC, 2SC, INC, SC, INC, 2SC, INC, 4SC, INC, 5SC [34] 
7.-10. SC around [34] (for 4 rows)

 
LEGS LARGE (2x) 
 
Use the grey yarn. 
 
1. 5SC in MC [5] 
2. INC x 5 [10] 
3. (SC, INC) x 5 [15] 
4.-6. SC around [15] (for 3 rows) 
 
Change to the main colour. 
 
7.-12. SC around [15] (for 6 rows) 
 
 

LEGS MEDIUM (2x) 
 
Use the grey yarn. 
 
1. 5SC in MC [5] 
2. INC x 5 [10] 
3.-5. SC around [10] (for 3 rows) 
 
Change to the main colour 
 
6.-11. SC around [10] (for 5 rows) 
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LEGS SMALL (2x) 
 
Use the grey yarn. 
 
1. 5SC in MC [5] 
2. INC x 5 [10] 
3.-5. SC around [10] (for 3 rows)  
 
Change to the main colour. 
 
6.-10. SC around [10] (for 4 rows) 
 
 
 
 
 
EYES (2x) 
 
Use the white yarn. 
 
1. 6SC in MC [6] 
2. INC x 6 [12] 
3. (3SC, INC) x 3 [15] 
4.-5.  SC around [15] (for 2 rows) 
6. (3SC, DEC) x 3 [12] 
Stuff with filling. 
7. DEC x 6 [6] 
Close up. 
 
 
 

EYELIDS (2x) 
 
Use the main colour.  
 
1. 3SC in MC, CH1, turn [3] 
2. INC x 3, CH1, turn [6] 
3. (SC, INC) x 3, CH1, turn [9] 
4. (2SC, INC) x 3, CH1, turn [12] 
5. (3SC, INC) x 3 [15] 
 
Pull the yarn end to close the magic 
circle. 
 
SC along the straight edge, INC in the 
last stitch.
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HEARTS (2x)  
 
(You can also make pompons 
instead of the hearts.) 
 
Use the lighter colour yarn. 
 
- Start a MC, then do CH2 
- 2DC, 2HDC, DC, 2HDC, 
2DC, CH2 
- SL.ST. inside the MC 
 
Continue to crochet around: 
- 5SC, 2INC, 5SC 
 
Finish off and weave the 
yarn end through the heart 
so that it comes out at the 
bottom. 
 
 
 
ANTLERS (2x) 
 
1. CH14 [14] 
2.-5. 13SC, CH1, turn [13] (for 4 rows) 
 
Whip stitch the longs ends of the rectangle together to form a tube. 
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ASSEMBLY 
 
− Sew the NOSE onto middle of the face with some 

stuffing in it. Take care to check the curvature of 
the tail of the BODY. The NOSE should be placed 
horizontally. 

 
 
 
 
 
− Stuff all the LEGS lightly with filling. Push the ends of the legs inwards with your 

thumb (or back of crochet hook) to form a dimple as shown in the pictures. 
− Attach the smallest LEGS to the second-last ‘bulge’ and keep 1 ‘bulge’ in-between 

every set of LEGS. 

 
− Sew the center of the back of the EYE (where your yarn end comes out) to the 

center of the straight edge on the EYELID. 
− Then sew the EYELID along the curved edge to sew it around the EYE. 
− Whipstitch along the straight edge of the EYELID to sew it to the HEAD. 
− Keep ~3 rows between the edge of the NOSE and the EYE. 
− Cut 2 circles from black velvet and glue onto the EYES. 
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− Sew the ANTLERS at the same width as the edges of the NOSE and position the 

ANTLERS on the highest part of the HEAD. 
− Sew the HEARTS/POMPONS on top of the ANTLERS.  
 


